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“Ideas won’t keep. Something must be done about them.”

– ALFRED NORTH WHITEHEAD
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a quick

NOTE

W hen I look around our island 
shop (and its online annex), 
I’m struck by how fortunate I 

am to work with such wonderful people 
every day. And then I marvel at the 
beautiful and inspiring things on our 
shelves. And the wonderful people who 
provide all the things we bring to you. 
Even after all these years, opening a box 
from UPS still sets my heart aflutter.
 We retailers love the 
hunt for a good idea. We 
catch glimpses and get clues 
from our trade shows, sales 
reps, customers, magazines, 
Google, Pinterest, and just 
walking around. We follow 
the breadcrumbs, we do our 
research, we reach out to 
makers, and we love it just as much when 
something wonderful lands in our laps!
 We want to know all about the sources 
of the raw materials, as well as the 
origins of the idea. Who cared enough 
to create this beautiful thing? Was it 
conceived yesterday or long ago? Either 
way, connecting with the folks who make 
what we offer is one of the most satisfying 
parts of what we do (besides knitting, of 
course!). We have many suppliers who we 
have counted on since we opened nearly 
eighteen years ago; they’ve offered us 
commitment, continuity, encouragement 
and support through the ups and downs 
of small business life.
 Our goal when we’re sourcing new 
products is not to have some of every-
thing (after all, these days everything 

is available everywhere!), but to edit, 
commit, and work together with makers 
we know and trust. One of a retailer’s 
saddest moments is when a favorite find 
is unavailable or slips away—like the 
demise of English potteries or the closing 
of mills—which is why, when we find a 
friend, we do our best to support their 
success and longevity
 I looked at an old photo recently (well, 

actually it was a copy of a 
copy of an old photo) that 
was of a corner bakery in 
Essex, England, circa 1880. 
There was a horse-drawn 
cart on the cobbled street 
and the name on the awning 
was Hutchin. Apparently 
being a shopkeeper is in my 

blood. My father sailed to Canada as a six-
month old nearly ninety years ago with his 
mum, two sisters and a brother. When I 
think of that journey, and when I think of 
the daily efforts of life in that 19th-century 
bakeshop, I am so grateful.

Warmest regards,

P.S. This year we’re trying out a combined 
Spring/Summer issue that encompasses 
four months. That means there will be 
even more interim news to catch up on 
in the shop, in our emails and on our 
website. We hope you’ll keep in touch.

P.P.S. Don’t forget our annual Summer 
Sidewalk Sale; details on page 15.

Kit Hutchin
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Our world is filled with wonders. And you 

can see them all from your desk or device. So 

we see ourselves as editors, bringing together 

the best goods and ingredients we can find 

for you to touch, taste and sniff! It’s our pleasure to support 

trusted thinkers, makers and traders who inspire us with their 

passion. Sweet victories: Our everyday go-to honey for tea or 

toast is unfiltered local Wildflower Raw Honey from Seattle’s 

Georgetown Pantry Supply. Portland’s Bee Local delivers single-

origin raw honey that is traceable from hive to jar; try ‘Oregon 

Buckwheat’, ‘Walla Walla’ or ‘Willamette Valley’. 

Burning bright: Kjerste Whaley, creator of Wax 

& Wool and mom to five “littles” in the Puyallup 

Valley, has scented a batch of hand-poured soy 

candles just for us. ‘Wash Day’ has nostalgic notes 

of clean linen and fresh air. Meet Kjerste in our Pop-up Shop, 

May 12th (page 15). English accents: Emma Bridgewater has 

been making crockery that “feels like home” at her pottery in 

Stoke-on-Trent since 1985, continuing a 

time-honored traditional craft that has all 

but disappeared from the UK landscape. 

Her new Garden Birds collection charms 

us like a joyful cacophony of birdsong.

sources &

ORIGINS
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month by

MONTH

10% OFF THROUGH MAY
“The stream murmurs, a crane’s flight 
awakens the spring.” The poetry that 
graces each Shibui label perfectly evokes 
our May Yarn of the Month, Shibui Reed. 
 Unlike most 100% linen yarns, Reed’s 
chainette construction is sleek and 
pliable, knitting up with supple drape. 
As all clever Shibui yarns do, fingering-
weight Reed mixes and multiplies for 
seemingly infinite possibilities. See Mix  
Party details on page 15.
 For ten years, Portlander Darcy 
Cameron has been quietly working with 
mills and designers to guide the Shibui 
line from strength to strength. We’ve 
come to count on the Shibui aesthetic: 
simple, subtle, sophisticated.

From her JUL studio in Maryland, designer 
and cultural anthropologist Laura Bellows 
brings a sense of adventure to our hand-
knits. In fair trade with artisans in Bali, 
Laura’s Twig Shawl Pins, May’s Accessory 
of the Month, are exquisitely rendered 
in white bronze—as lifelike as if plucked 
from a silvery tree.

Rooibos Evening, May’s Tea of the Month, 
is a veritable garden of flavors! Floral, 
fruity and caffeine-free, this tisane blends 
red bush, rose hips, elderberry, blueberry, 
lavender and rose petals for a calming brew.

AND THEN …
If “April showers bring May flowers,” 
what will June, July and August bring? 
Stay tuned online or in the shop as the 
calendar turns. Don’t miss a month!

Each month, we feature a favorite yarn, a 
well-loved tea, and a tool, accoutrement 
or accessory that just makes life a little 
nicer—all at 10% off. Try something new, 
introduce a fave to a friend, or stock up on 
something you already love!

10% OFF THROUGH APRIL
It’s by no means an exaggeration to say 
that April’s Yarn of the Month is one of 
our favorite yarns of all time. Our friend 
Clara Parkes wrote that Rowan Kidsilk 
Haze is an “I-deserve-something-special 
yarn.” And we think you do.
 This lace-weight blend of 70% super 
kid mohair (from a once-in-a-lifetime first 
shearing) and 30% lustrous silk, has been 
a steadfast inspiration to us since we first 
stocked our shelves in 2000. Featured in 
eighteen Churchmouse Classics designs, 
we’ve done nearly everything with Kidsilk 
Haze: held it single for exquisite lace; 
doubled it for an airy DK; paired it with 
rugged yarns to soften the hand; plied 
it with hand-paints to blur busy color 
changes; striped it; crocheted with it…

Our April Tea of the Month is Japanese 
Sencha, bright green and harvested from 
broad leaf bushes cultivated in direct 
sunlight. Sencha is steamed before drying, 
a process invented near Kyoto in 1738 and 
still characteristic of Japanese green tea 
today (Chinese green tea is usually pan 
fried). Our Sencha has compelling notes of 
grass, honey and delicate seaweed.

Conveniently, our ForLife Tea Infuser is 
10% off through April, too.
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BLACKBERRY KERCHIEF
When we created our afghan square for this year’s 
LYS Tour (page 15), the Blackberry Stitch really 
caught our fancy. Here, we’ve opened up this classic, 
bobbly stitch with Rowan’s Kidsilk Haze (10% off 
through April; page 4), for dainty, lacy clusters. 
Equally charming in May’s Yarn of the Month, 
linen-y Shibui Reed; watch your email.

Finished Size: Approx. 34"/86cm wingspan; 
14"/36cm depth.

Yarn: 1 skein Rowan Kidsilk Haze (229 yds/210m). 
Or approx. 229 yds/210m of an equivalent yarn.

Needles & Notions: US 6 (4mm) circular needle 
(a sharp taper is helpful), or size to obtain gauge. Blocking wires (3) or pins (150).

Gauge: 23 sts = 4"/10cm in pattern stitch, after blocking and resting.

Glossary: K = knit; KPK = knit, then purl, then knit, into the same stitch; K2Tog 
= knit 2 sts together; P = purl; RS = right side; P3Tog = purl 3 sts together; 
Sl = slip; St(s) = stitch(es); TBL = through back loop; WS = wrong side; YO = yarn 
over (bring yarn forward between needles, then back over right needle; if purling 
next st, bring yarn forward between needles again).

Cast on: Using long-tail method, cast on 4 sts.  Set-up rows: Row 1 (RS): Knit. 
Row 2 (WS): Knit.  Row 3 (RS): K2, YO, K2.  Row 4 (WS): K2, KPK, K2. [7 sts]

Blackberry stitch: Row 1 (RS): K2, YO, P to last 2 sts, YO, K2.  Row 2 (WS): K2; 
*KPK, P3Tog* (give a gentle tug after each P3Tog); repeat between * * to last 3 sts; 
KPK, K2.  Repeat Rows 1-2 forty-four more times. Repeat Row 1 one more time. 
Note: You’ll be increasing by 2 sts every row. [189 sts; 45 clusters]

Top eyelet edge: Row 1 (WS): K2; *P1, P3Tog, slip first purl st made over second 
(st created by P3Tog) on your right needle*; repeat between * * to last 3 sts; P1, 
K1, slip purl st over knit st on right needle, K1. [50 sts]  Row 2 (RS): K2, YO; *P1 
TBL, YO*; repeat between * * to last 2 sts, K2. [97 sts]  Row 3 (WS): K2, purl to 
last 2 sts, K2. [97 sts]

Bind off: K2, Sl sts purlwise back to left needle, K2Tog TBL; *K1, Sl 2 sts 
purlwise back to left needle, K2Tog TBL*; repeat between * * to end. Fasten off.

Finishing: Weave in tails. Place RS down on bath towel on moisture-safe, 
pinnable surface. Weave blocking wires through each eyelet on all sides. Pull top 
edge to desired wingspan; pin wire in place. Pull sides down to desired depth; 
pin wires into straight lines. If not using wires, pin points to desired dimensions, 
then pin into each eyelet. Gently steam press with press cloth. Allow to dry.
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mills &

M AK ERS

quality and championed the success of 
independent designers.
 We’ve been blessed to have Jared 
photograph our Churchmouse Classics 
patterns from the very first collection in 
2009—before that first batch of Shelter 
even hit our shelves. Today we carry 
every color of every yarn that Brooklyn 
Tweed has created, each one a gift to 
knitters. We can’t wait to see what’s next!

Spirited journeys: Italian expats Paola 
and Andrea, founders of mYak Tibetan 
Fibers (pronounced My-yak), transport 
exquisite fibers from the high pastures of 
the Tibetan Plateau, to the mills of Italy, 
to your needles.
 Over two decades, the partners 
have forged enduring relationships 
with nomadic herders—she through 
development work with an NGO, he 
as a veterinarian—both teaching and 
learning as they went. They are fervently 
committed to “a sustainable production 
chain, fully respectful of the traditions of 
these lands and its people.”
 Warm and lustrous, lightweight 
and breathable,  
Baby Yak is the 
bedrock fiber of 
mYak’s line. New 
mYak Cashmere, 
collected from the 
spring combing, 
is spun for the 
ideal balance of 
structure and 
bloom. Bene bene!

Over the years, we’ve seen yarns (and yarn 
companies) come and go. We’ve seen small 
start-ups grow and f lourish. We’ve seen big 
companies take indies under their wings. 
We’ve seen mills reborn. Through all of the 
changes, the thing we continue to value the 
most is our relationships with yarn makers. 
We love their vision, their courage and, 
most of all, their yarns!

Being Brooklyn Tweed: Our friend 
Jared Flood grew up and went to college 

just down the 
road a piece. 
He went on to 
art school in 
Brooklyn, was 
reintroduced to 
knitting by a 
friend (he first 
learned as a 
boy) and began 
to explore his 

love affair with fiber on his blog. Thus 
‘brooklyntweed’ was born (insert 
Hallelujah chorus here!).
 Fast forward: Brooklyn Tweed is a 
world-respected company with five 
beloved yarns under its belt (so far… 
just sayin’): woolen-spun Shelter, Loft 
and Quarry, and worsted-spun Vale and 
Arbor are all sourced from American-
raised fleece, spun at American mills, and 
dyed in American dye houses.
 A talented designer and photographer, 
Jared and his growing team have built a 
publishing house, both print and digital, 
that has changed the landscape of pattern 
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Just say Isager: Marianne Isager 
(pronounced Ee-sayer) launched her 
eponymous yarn company in Denmark 
in 1977, taking over the studio that 
her late friend and mentor Åse Lund 
Jensen had established in 1960. Today 
she continues in the spirit of Jensen, with 
several of the original Danish yarns still 
in the range (we love you, Spinni!), and 
continuing rights to Jensen’s “eternally 
modern designs”.
 The Isager company is now resident on 
a small farm in Tversted, a village in the 
coastal Jutland countryside near the North 
Sea. Marianne’s daughter Helga designs 
from her studio 
in Japan.
 On a visit 
several years 
ago, Marianne 
said something 
that struck us: 
“I love knitting 
with small 
needles—it’s so 
much faster.” 
While perhaps counter-intuitive, those of 
us who love finer gauges recognize its truth.
 Over the years, we’ve designed several 
Churchmouse Classics patterns with 
Isager yarns: Spinni, aka Wool 1; Alpaca 1; 
Alpaca Merino 2; with a Silk Mohair 
design in progress.
 This spring, we’re playing with Japansk 
Bomuld, a fine cotton paper tape; Palet, a 
spatter-dyed cotton tape; and Bomulin, a 
cotton/linen blend. Marianne’s yarns can 
be mixed and maximized if you prefer 
bigger needles!

We’ll be featuring stories about more of 
our favorite yarn sources over the spring 
and summer months. Watch for our emails, 
stay tuned online or drop by the shop so you 
don’t miss a thing.

Channeling Catherine Lowe: Designer, 
author, professoressa, yarn maker—every 

time we meet 
with Catherine 
Lowe, we feel 
edified.
  Catherine Lowe 
Yarns seem to be 
unprecedented 
in the hand-
knitting world. 
She has sourced 
her 100% extra 

fine merino with characteristic care,  
directly from an Italian mill that supplies 
fine fashion knitwear. She receives it in 
her upstate New York studio in single 
strands on cones and hand-winds it into 
custom weights. This yarn behaves like no 
other: it has been wound in parallel (i.e., 
not twisted) with the mill finish intact. 
Once knitted, it must be soaked overnight 
to reveal a fabric with such grace and 
integrity, it must be felt to be understood.
 Two years ago Catherine began creating 
Merino #3 (fingering weight) and Merino 

#5 (DK/sport weight) just for us.
 As a designer with the spirit of a 
dressmaker, Catherine applies a “couture 
method” that she has developed over 
twenty years. Every detail, from fabric to 
construction to finishing, is exquisitely 
wrought. While her patterns are lengthy, 
they’re chock full of pedagogical content—
if you complete a Catherine Lowe design, 

you will be a better knitter. 
 We also love to use Catherine’s yarns 
to knit our own, more simple, patterns. 
With several exquisite new colors coming 
this spring (virtually any three, or four, 
or five play together in harmony), and 
Catherine’s assurance from her Italian 
dye house that the colors won’t run, 
we’re thinking stripes! Catherine? Are 
you OK?
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cotton and linen. Palet, a spatter-dyed 
cotton tape, has Sherry reaching for her 
hook for a ‘Crocheted Mobius Loop’.

Many hands: We’re so inspired by 
the work Manos del Uruguay has been 
doing for nearly 50 years, giving social, 
economic, and personal development 
opportunities to women in the Uruguayan 
countryside. The sustainablity of the 
project is proof of the beauty and quality 
of their yarns. Small lots are dyed up 

to six times in pots over 
wood fires to achieve the 
glorious Manos look. The 
artisan’s name is proudly 
signed to each skein, 
connecting the knitter to 
the woman who created it.
 Gregory and Lauren N. 
are having a blast with 
the joyfully variegated 
Manos Alegría and Manos 
Alegría Grande. They’re 
each making bright, kicky  
‘Basic Socks’. Gretchen 
picked pearly ‘Cream’ Silk 

Blend to knit a pair of ‘Lace-
Back Fingerless Gloves’.

All in the mix: Shibui Knits embraces 
a Japanese aesthetic that encompasses 
timelessness, elegance, subtlety and 
simplicity. Each fine yarn’s capability 
to mix with the others adds an element 
of spontaneity! Join us for a Shibui Mix 
Party—and taste a few ‘mixes’ yourself—
on June 2nd; see page 15.

We can’t wander the shop or walk the 
corridors of our office ‘warehouse’ without 
something catching our eye: a yarn begging 
to be touched, a color—or pair of colors—we 
hadn’t noticed before, a colleague wearing a 
gorgeous sweater… You’d think we’d be over 
it—but heavens, no! Here are a few of the 
things on our needles this spring:

Place your bets: In between 
embroidering tiny beetles, butterflies and 
other garden bugs, Gregory’s knitting 
Tutto’s ‘Bateaux Mouches 
Scarf’ in heathered purple 
Isager Alpaca 1. Susan’s 
knitting one in lovely 
forest green. We seem to 
have a bit of a race on our 
hands to see who finishes 
first! Gregory’s in the 
lead… No! Susan pulls 
ahead... Follow the fun on 
Instagram!
 Gretchen’s feeding 
her new obsession with 
yellow! She’s knitting an 
‘Alexandra’s Airplane Scarf’ 
(her fourth!) in Isager’s 
lovely Silk Mohair in a 
sunny straw color. (She just finished a 
zesty yellow ‘Pressed Rib Beanie’ in Big Bad 
Wool Weepaca.)

Danish delight: Isager lends their 
Danish design sensibility to cool plant 
fibers: Carol is knitting our ‘Quintessential 
Cardigan’ (with three-quarter-length 
sleeves) in  Bomulin, a fresh blend of 

we’re

M AK ING

Our ‘Quintessential Cardigan’ 
in Rowan Kidsilk Haze.
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 Lauren F. just put the finishing touches 
on Shibui’s ‘Trace’, a classic pullover whose 
soft body is defined by a ribbed border. 
She mixed Drift, Pebble, and Staccato, all 
in warm Field green.
 Cathleen just finished the ‘Avenue’ 
pullover in a beautiful combination of 
Drift and Pebble in Ash. She’s about to 
start her next Shibui project—the ‘Aurora’ 
vest in Rain.
 Sally is anticipating 
warmer weather (hope 
springs eternal!) with the 
bold, breezy ‘Aalto’ poncho 
in Twig, in Fog. Shibui’s 
newest yarn, Fern, just 
went home with Wendy 
for ‘Mirage’, a cotton tank 
with a flutter of Silk 
Cloud at the hem. Cornie’s 
knitting a Churchmouse 
Classics ‘Modern Wrapper’, 
blending Pebble and Silk 
Cloud in Blueprint. Mix on!

English summer: We 
love Rowan’s brand-
new Cotton Cashmere, 
a DK-weight blend that seamlessly 
marries strength and softness. Becky’s 
knitting our Churchmouse Classics 
‘Flat Rib Popover’ in soft Linen. Jan has 
succumbed to the Pale Blush color for 
her first ever garment project. She says, 
“Wish me luck!”
 Rowan’s new Mako Cotton is a totally 
tubular tape comprised of cotton and 
plant-based lyocell (an eco-friendly 
form of rayon). While it knits at an aran 
gauge, the softly stuffed, shimmering 
casing is ultra light and springy. Mimi’s 
dreaming up a summery ‘Eyelet Wrap’ in 
her favorite Nude Pink shade. To fringe 
or not to fringe?
 A lifelong favorite, Rowan Kidsilk Haze 

(10% off through April, page 4) is truly a 
year-round yarn. Whether held single for 
lace (see our free kerchief pattern, page 5) 
or doubled for garments, it’s a breath 
of fresh air. Kit’s knitting the ‘Wave’ 
cardigan by Kim Hargreaves. Alternating 
small and large needles adds a little 
structure to the pretty sheerness.

We’ve got it on tape: While we count 
on Berroco for some of 
our workhorse basics, we 
also love their eye for the 
quirky and adventurous! 
This spring, we’re 
bringing in some of each.
 Gregory is knitting 
our ‘Block Stitch Baby 
Blanket’ in Berroco Pima 
100, a fresh and simple 
yarn made from pure 
long-staple Peruvian 
cotton. It boasts superior 
softness, great stitch 
definition, durability and 

ample yardage.
 Fresh for spring, 

Berroco Regatta is a 100% cotton tape—
with nautically fresh woven diagonal 
stripes. Beth is knitting the ‘Lula’ shawl, 
a sideways triangle that only takes two 
skeins! Kit’s knitting our ‘Eyelet Scarf’, a 
new free pattern.
 The ebb and flow of sun-warmed 
colors in Berroco’s DK-weight cotton 
blend, Medina, appealed to Mimi 
instantly. She loves the way the tones 
unfold in Berroco’s chevron ‘Arcade’ 
scarf. But what about a ‘Bias Before & 
After Scarf’? Decisions, decisions!

If you ever find yourself off your knitting 
groove, just stop by the shop or visit our 
website and see what we’re up to!

Kim Hargreaves ‘Wave’, from 
Echoes in Rowan Kidsilk Haze.
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take

CARE

Self care: We love to 
work with our hands, so 
shouldn’t we take care of 
them? They are, after all, 
our most valuable tools.

We met maker Kaitlin Parker (a 

passionate knitter) while hosting a retreat 

at IslandWood. She let us try her ‘Soothe’ 

Herbal Body Balm, and we were smitten 

with her product and her vision for her 

new venture, Woolin & Co. Aiming to live 

a chemical-free lifestyle, Kaitlin creates 

products with sustainably produced 

ingredients. Soothe’s base of sweet almond 
oil, mango butter, lanolin and vitamin E 
is infused with calming lavender, cedar-

wood, ylang ylang and more.

Eye care: Our 
second most 
precious tools, 

our eyes, need all the respite they can 
get. IziPizi Reading Glasses—and, of 
course, good light—will help prevent 
eye strain. The young Parisian company, 
IziPizi, winners of the Prix Innover et 
Entreprendre (Innovation & Entrepreneurship 
Award), fuses classic and contemporary 
style in lightweight, comfortable—and 

fashionable—frames.

Best practices: We don’t go for a lot of 
fussy stuff, just useful things that help us 
do our best work. Studio Carta’s Angela 
Liguori works with Italian scissor makers 
to create pretty, precision snips we like to 
have close at hand as we deftly feather our 
ends! Evolution Press in Seattle creates little 

Letterpress Spool Tags 
just for us. Archive 
a long snip of repair 
yarn, an extra button 
and care instructions 
for every project you 
make. Thoughtful with knitted gifts.

After care: After the hours spent creating 
our handknits, we want them to have a 
good, long life. The Laundress to the rescue! 
Founders Gwen Whiting and Lindsay Boyd 
met at Cornell’s Fiber Science, Textile, 
and Apparel Management and Design 
program. Frustrated by dry cleaning bills 
and prematurely tired woolens, the two 
set out to create effective, non-toxic, eco-
friendly cleaning products. On our shelf: 
Wool & Cashmere Shampoo for washing 
and blocking; Wool & Cashmere Spray, 
a naturally moth-repellent, antibacterial 
spritz to freshen woolens between washes 
or after storage; Liquid Stain Remover, a 
gentle powerhouse for trouble spots; and 
Wash & Stain Bar, for woolens that can 
take a little rubbing. Mesh Washing Bags 
protect delicate items—perfect for our 
favorite ‘soak and spin’ handwash method!
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world

PANTRY

We love to find delicious provender close 
to home whenever we can (such as our 
seasonal Churchmouse blends from 
Steven Smith Teamaker in Portland), but 
there are just some things that call our 
name from across the globe or down the 
coast. The best of both worlds.

The Kisii Hills of western 
Kenya grow black tea of a 
truly stupendous quality 
thanks to the high altitude, 
abundant rainfall, fertile 
volcanic soil—and the 
careful cultivation by the 

cooperative of farmers with which Ajiri 
Tea works (ajiri is Swahili for ‘employ’). 
On small-scale shambas (one quarter to 
two acres), or farms, the tea is handpicked 
(“two leaves and a bud”) ensuring a 
wonderfully smooth cuppa.
 After spending time with an NGO in 
western Kenya, founder Sara Holby (later 

4 oz. soft goat cheese or chèvre
1 Tbsp. fresh flat-leaf parsley
1 Tbsp. fresh thyme
1½ tsp. honey (see page 3)
French baguette thinly sliced
   or sandwich loaf cut into shapes
Cucumber or fruit (optional)

Let chèvre soften slightly at room temp. 
(about 15 min.). Remove stems and 
chop herbs finely. Stir honey and most 
of herbs into cheese. Spread generously 
onto bread. Drizzle with honey and 
sprinkle with herbs. Garnish with a 
thin slice of cucumber or fruit. Sweet!

It takes 12 bees 6 weeks (a lifetime!) to make a teaspoon of honey. We love to honor 
their efforts in many small ways. Here, we add honey’s earthy sweetness to the fresh 
tang of goat cheese. Perfect for hors d’oeuvres, tea sandwiches or breakfast toast.

HONEY & HERB CHÈVRE SPREAD

joined by her mother and sister), was 
inspired to create a sustainable project 
that would employ Kenyan women and 
fund schools for orphans—Ajiri Tea was 
born. The handmade boxes are decorated 
by women’s groups with one-of-a-kind 
hand-snipped collages depicting village life.

We’ve long loved our “house shortbread” 
from the Shortbread House of Edinburgh; 
they make a true classic that really rolls 
the “rrrrr.” More recently, we discovered 
an artisanal organic bakery in Marin 
County making shortbread that’s simple, 
light, just a wee bit salty, and organic. 
We’ve chosen creamy Vanilla; robust, 
dark Chocolate Cacao Nib; buttery Pecan, 
and bright Meyer Lemon. But we won’t 
play favorites—both 
brands of biscuit 
(‘cookie’ to us Yanks) 
will play nicely on 
your tea table.
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S P R I N G  &  S U M M E R  2 01 8

IN THE CLASSROOM

‘DROP IN’ CIRCLES: Help With Your Project(s) When You Need It
MONDAY MORNINGS  10:00am–12:00pm  with Samantha Pelliciotta
TUESDAY AFTERNOONS  2:00–4:00pm  with Cornie Talley
THURSDAY MORNINGS  10:00am–12:00pm  with Sherry Goldsworthy
FRIDAY MORNINGS  10:00am–12:00pm  with Sherry Goldsworthy
SUNDAY AFTERNOONS  2:00–4:00pm  with Sherry Goldsworthy

Maximum: 6 students.  $16/2 hours; $8 /second hour only. $64/10 prepaid hours.

OPEN TABLES   FREE!
TUESDAY & SUNDAY MORNINGS  10:00am–12:00pm.
THURSDAY EVENINGS  6:00–8:00pm. Note: We’ve added an extra table for teens!

Bring your knitting, crocheting or stitching for a chance to hang out in good company. 
It’s not a formal class but a chance to gather with like-minded fiber fans; you’ll be 
surprised at what you can learn alongside your neighbors!

CHARITY CIRCLE   FREE! ALL LEVELS WELCOME with Sally Dunba
First Wednesday afternoons 1:00–3:00pm  5/2, 6/6, 7/4, 8/1  At BARN. NEW VENUE!
Third Thursday afternoons 1:00–3:00pm  5/17, 6/21, 7/19, 8/16  At the shop!
We meet monthly for charity knitting, crochet and conversation. We can find a good home 
for any project you’d like to tackle! Won’t you join us?

K I D S  A R E  K N I T T I N G !

Parents: Please check your child in and out of each class. Arrive early to purchase supplies.

KIDS KNITTING: Learn to Knit or Pick a Project  with Jennifer Burlingame
Wednesdays 3:30–4:30pm or 4:30–5:30pm  5/2, 5/9, 5/16, 5/23, 5/30
Miss B has great projects for you: scarves, hats, teapot or iPod cozies… If you’ve never 
knit before, come learn! Or come finish a project so you can start something new! 
Maximum: 7 students, ages 7 and up. $50 (5-session workshop)

KIDS SUMMER KNITTING CAMP  with Jennifer Burlingame
Monday through Thursday afternoons 4:30–5:30pm  7/16, 7/17, 7/18, 7/19
Monday through Thursday afternoons 4:30–5:30pm  7/23, 7/24, 7/25, 7/26
Come knit with friends! We’ll celebrate our little victories on the last day of each session.
Maximum: 7 students, ages 7 and up. $40 (4-session workshop)

The fine print: Minimum class size is 3 students. ‘Go’ date is 7 days before the first session. You 
may cancel up to 7 days before first class for a full refund. If you cancel later, we cannot issue a 
refund unless we’re able to fill your spot from a waiting list. You may send a friend in your place. 
Your place is reserved with full payment. You’ll receive a 10% one-time discount coupon on the first 
day of class (expires in one year); cannot be used for class fees or combined with other discounts.
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A  S T R O N G  F O U N DAT I O N

LEARN TO KNIT, STEP ONE: Fingerless Gloves  with Sherry Goldsworthy
Saturday afternoons 2:00–3:30pm  5/5, 5/12, 5/26  Note: Class skips a week.

With these on-trend fingerless gloves, you’ll practice all 
the  basics you’ll need for a lifetime of knitting. You’ll learn: 
Cast on, bind off, knit, purl, garter stitch, stockinette stitch, 
ribbing, and mattress-stitch seaming. No previous experience 
required. We’ll provide: Churchmouse Learn-to-Knit Companion, 
Churchmouse Classroom pattern, tape measure, darning needle.
Maximum: 6 students  $60 (3-session workshop)

LEARN TO KNIT, STEP TWO: Ribbed Hat
Friday afternoons 2:00–3:30pm  6/1, 6/8, 6/15  with Cornie Talley

If you know the basics of knit and purl (or you’ve taken ‘Step 
One’, above), you’re ready to knit in the round. You’ll learn: 
Joining on a circular needle and double-points. You’ll make: A 
cute, ribbed, unisex beanie; and you’ll have the skills to make 
handwarmers to match! Now you’re ready for cowls, loops 
and top-down sweaters. We’ll provide: Churchmouse Classroom 
pattern. Maximum: 4 students  $45 (3-session workshop)

LEARN TO CROCHET: Zippered pouches  NEW CLASS!
Monday evenings 6:30–8:00pm  6/4, 6/11  with  Sherry Goldsworthy

If you know the basics of chaining and single crochet, you’re 
ready to work in the round (hello hats!). You’ll learn: How to join 
and work in the round, keep track of rows, and add a simple 
lining and zipper. You’ll make: A clever little zipper pouch for 
your hooks, pencils, cosmetics, glasses… Great little gifts. We’ll 
provide: Churchmouse ‘Oval Crocheted Bucket Bags & Pouches’ 
pattern. Maximum: 4 students  $30 (2-session workshop)

T A K E  G O O D  C A R E

HEALTHY HANDWORK HABITS: For knitters, crocheters and stitchers
Monday afternoons 1:30–3:30pm  4/16 or 5/7 or 6/4  with Marsha Novak
Do you have discomfort or numbness in your back, neck or arms when you knit? Or would 
you like your handwork to stay pain free? Informed by the Feldenkrais® Method, this class 
includes gentle seated movement and a sequence you can take home to use for a warm-up 
or as a break during your day.  Maximum: 8 students  $20 (1-session workshop)

SIGN UP FOR CLASSES ONLINE!
View details and register at churchmouseyarns.com. Or stop by or call the shop.
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MAGIC LOOP MINI SOCKS  NEW CLASS!
Friday afternoons 2:00–4:00pm  5/4, 5/11  with Sherry Goldsworthy

Whether you’ve knit socks before, or you’ve just been 
tempted, learn a nifty alternative to double-point needles. 
You’ll learn: How to divide stitches onto one long needle for 
‘magic loop’, how to turn a heel, shape the toe, and graft with 
Kitchener stitch. We’ll provide: A Churchmouse Classics ‘Basic 
Sock’ pattern (knitted from cuff down) and a mini adaptation 
for practice in class. Basic knitting skills required. Come 
to a Knitting Circle (page 12) for practice if you’re rusty. 
Maximum: 6 students  $40 (2-session workshop)

SIMPLE TOE-UP SOCKS
Wednesday evenings 6:30–8:00pm  6/13, 6/20, 6/27  with Becky ffitch

Seasoned and newbie sock knitters alike will love knitting 
socks from the toe up with the help of our Churchmouse 
Classics pattern (provided). You’ll learn: A nifty cast-on, toe 
increases, an afterthought heel and a cool stretchy bind-
off. Basic knitting skills and prior experience with double-
points needles required. Come to one of our Knitting Circles 
(page 12) to get your homework cuff started if you’re rusty. 
Maximum: 6 students  $45 (3-session workshop)

OOPS!: (Or The Anatomy of a Stitch)   New two-session format!  with Kit Hutchin

Tuesday evenings 6:30–8:00pm  5/22, 5/29 or 7/17, 7/24

Saturday mornings 10:00–11:30am  6/9, 6/16
Free yourself from fear of your knitting! Our new three-hour, two-week format allows a 
week for practice in between and time for a few ‘extreme measures’. You’ll learn: How to 
‘see’ the structure of a stitch so you’ll know what to do when something goes wrong; how 
to un-knit and rip, and a few tricks so you won’t need to. Basic knitting skills required.
Maximum: 6 students  $30 (2-session workshop)

INTRODUCTION TO STRANDED COLORWORK
Saturday morning 10:30am–12:30pm  6/23  with Laura McCormick
Learn to knit two colors with two hands with our ‘Simple Colorwork Beanie’ pattern 
(provided) and you’ll be ready for Fair Isle or Scandinavian stranded colorwork. You’ll 
learn: How to read a chart and work in the round with both hands—and end up with 
a hat you’ll love! Experience knitting in the round required. Maximum: 6 students 
$20 (1-session workshop)

S K I L L  S E T S

STUDENT DISCOUNTS 
On your first day of class, you’ll receive a one-time 10% discount card (expires in one year).
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SEMI-ANNUAL CLEARANCE

SUMMER SIDEWALK SALE
Saturday & Sunday, July 28th & 29th

Shop doors open at 10:00am sharp.

40–50% OFF selected items

Help us make room for new autumn yarns!

summer

EV ENTS

MEET THE DESIGNERS/AUTHORS. Friday evening, April 27th, 7:00 to 9:00pm. 
Join us for refreshments and a visit with Catherine Lowe, Julie Hoover, Melanie Falick and 
Kay Gardiner (of Mason-Dixon fame). No charge; all are welcome.

A MORNING CUPPA WITH ROWAN. Saturday, April 28th, 10:00am to noon. 
Drop by for tea, biscuits and a visit with Rowan Brand Director Sharon Brandt and Chief 
Designer Lisa Richardson. Hear what they’re up to in Yorkshire, England.

WAX & WOOL POP-UP SHOP. Saturday, May 12th, 10:00am to 4:00pm.
Local artisan Kjerste Whaley will showcase many of her creatively scented, hand-poured 
100% soy candles (pictured on page 3), including two Churchmouse exclusives.

13TH ANNUAL LYS TOUR. Wednesday-Sunday, May 16th–20th, all day.
Free patterns, discounts, daily drawings and $1,500 in grand prizes at 26 Local Yarn Shops 
around Puget Sound, including yours truly. See more at lystour.com.

BROOKLYN TWEED YARN LAUNCH. Wednesday, May 23rd. Top secret ’til then!

SHIBUI MIX PARTY. Saturday, June 2nd, 10:00am to noon or 2:00 to 4:00pm.
Learn how to fashion your own fabrics by combining two strands or more of any Shibui 
Knits yarn. Shibui expert Sandy Barnes leads playful and informative two-hour workshops. 
Limited to 12 participants per session. Register at churchmouseyarns.com/classes. 

SHIBUI TRUNK SHOW. June 7th–18th. Spring/Summer 2018 collection featuring 
three new colors.

SIDEWALK SALE. Saturday–Sunday, July 28th–29th. Details below.
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